Chem 51LB Week 1

Winter ‘16
Welcome to Organic Chemistry Lab!

- Many skills carry over from Chem 1L.
- Lots of new lab skills to learn.
- Reactions!
Online Tools

- **eee**
  - electronic educational environment
  - mainly GradeBook
  - + UCI Email

- **labarchives**
  - electronic lab notebook

- **piazza**
  - better communication

- **sapling learning**
  - pre-lab assignments

- **turnitin**
  - turning in assignments

*Also class website!*
Week 1

● Week 1 assignments will remain open for everyone.
  ■ Includes Required Forms & Agreements Section

● Pre-lab deadline begins Monday week 2!
Pre-lab assignments must be COMPLETE 2 hours before your lab time, or no lab for you!

**Complete** means on every question you have either

Found the correct answer

OR

Given up and viewed solution

NO EXCEPTIONS!
Spectroscopy Practice: IR
Spectroscopy Practice: NMR